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Introduction 

 Real time object tracking is gaining a lot of interest among 

the researchers of the computer vision.  It has wide range of 

applications in the fields like video surveillance system, traffic 

monitoring, weather forecasting, human computer interaction 

and a lot of military applications [2-9]. An extensive survey on 

variety of algorithms developed for tracking is done in [1]. 

These algorithms can be classified in two approaches viz. top 

down and bottom approaches [10]. In top down approaches a set 

of state hypotheses based on target model are generated. These 

hypotheses are verified in consecutive frames in video to 

evaluate the performance of tracking. To have robust tracking 

large number of hypotheses is required but this may increase 

computational cost. Particle filter is one of the typical top down 

approach. It estimates the probability density function of state 

vector for nonlinear and non Gaussian distribution for robust 

visual object tracking [11].  Though particle filters work well in 

partial occlusions and cluttered background, it suffers from two 

major issues. Firstly computational cost increases because of 

large number of particles. Secondly the motion model is learned 

by sample images before tracking is performed. So tracking fails 

in real time. Bottom up approach generate target model by 

analyzing the image content.These methods are computationally 

efficient but their robustness depends on image analysis. Non 

parametric statistical methods fall in this category. It allows the 

data guide to search for the function that fits best to get the 

target object [12]. Colour distribution histograms are one of the 

non parametric approaches which are used for tracking non rigid 

objects. They are calculated efficiently. They are robust to 

partial occlusion and clutter and are rotation and scale invariant 

[13, 14].  

Fukunaga and Hostetler introduced mean shift algorithm 

[15] which is a general clustering algorithm. It is a non-

parametric in nature. In this histograms of grey scale intensities 

of object to be tracked and candidate to be matched are 

constructed. Similarity between the two is measured using 

Bhattacharya measure. For tracking weights are assigned to 

histogram bins, which are projected back to the image such that 

each pixel gets a weight equal to the weight assigned to the 

corresponding bin to which it belongs. The shift in location of 

the object being tracked is found by finding the mean of the 

back-projected weights in the tracking window. The tracking 

window is shifted to the new mean location after each iteration. 

This algorithm is commonly used for tracking because it is 

robust and easy to implement. However standard mean shift 

suffer from number of problems which affect tracking 

performance. It is not adaptable to change in object size. Its 

performance also depends on kernel size selected in object 

initialization phase. The tracking may shift or even fail when 

objects are occluded or object colour is same as background. 

Much research work has been done to reduce these problems. 

Cheng improved performance of mean shift using clustering, a 

class of kernels [5]. The idea of kernel based tracking is used by 

many researchers [17, 18]. The method in [17] is unfeasible as it 

uses repetitions of mean shift algorithm at each iteration by 

changing window size by ± 10%. Birchfield [19] used additional 

spatial information to increase robustness of tracking. 

Spatiogram is a type of histogram where every bin is weighted 

by spatial mean and covariance of pixels. Spatiogram with mean 

shift provide better matching performance. Mean shift with 

adaptive feature selection is used in [20]. CAMSHIFT [21] uses 

different weight for each pixel to get maximum of similarity. 

This can track scale and orientation but can be used only when 

object has single colour. Method in [22] tries to solve problem 

that object colour is same as background. The position of object 

in previous and current frame is considered to compute target 

model. Though it has low computational cost it fails during 

occlusion and merging of objects. [23] try to solve the problem 

of incorrect kernel scale selection in mean shift. It uses 

difference of Gaussians kernel to handle changes in target scale. 

However it is not suitable in real time tracking. Many authors 

combine mean shift tracking with Kalman filter [24] or particle 

filter [14] to get better results. Annealed Mean Shift [25] is used 

for global mode seeking. However these algorithms cannot 
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simultaneously solve the problem of scale, orientation and 

position. Tracking through scale space has high computational 

cost and cannot reach real time requirement. 

In our paper we use traditional mean shift with Parzen 

window. Parzen window is used to interpolate the histogram of 

target candidate to improve the performance of tracking. The 

mean shift algorithm combines three RGB color histograms into 

a single histogram for tracking the target [18]. Normalization is 

applied on image to reduce the effect of illumination variations 

and noise.  

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section II 

describes about the Parzen window and Gaussian kernel. The 

mean shift tracking algorithm along with a simple method of 

combining RGB histograms in a single histogram and Parzen 

window is given in section III. Section IV describes the 

experimental results. Section V deals with conclusion. 

Parzen Window 

 Parzen Window technique in pattern recognition [26, 

section 4.3] is a popular kernel density estimation method. It 

defines window function as  

               

                                   0 otherwise 

This is unit hypercube centered at origin. If the function is 

Gaussian in d dimensions then 

 

Suppose we have n data points X1, X2, ….Xn in a d 

dimensional space R
d
, then the multivariate kernel density 

estimator f(x) with Parzen density estimation at x is given by 

 

 

 Or     

 

Where K(X) (profile of k(x)) is a kernel function which is non-

negative and piecewise continuous. ‗h‘ is the interpolating 

window bandwidth. So the Parzen window distribution is a true 

distribution and variance tend to zero when no. of samples is 

large. In practice we have finite number of samples and window 

size effectively interpolates the data.  

The quality of kernel density estimator is measured by the 

mean squared error between the actual density and the estimate. 

A more commonly used kernel is a Gaussian kernel 

 

The term  is normalization constant. 

When kernel is Gaussian  we get a simple and  elegant 

mean shift algorithm. 

 

Figure 1: Gaussian kernel 

Mean Shift 

In Mean shift algorithm [17] an object color model is 

obtained by calculating its histogram in tracking rectangle. 

Color distributions achieve robustness against non-rigid, partial 

occlusions and rotations. So it tracks the object in video by 

matching the probability of target with that of object color 

model. Normalization of color is used as it divides out pixel 

luminance (brightness) and leaves only chromacity information 

so result is less sensitive to illumination variations. 

Suppose Xi, i =1,2,…..n denotes the pixel locations of the 

object model centered at O. Color histogram [27] is used to 

describe the object. Each subspace of RGB color space is 

divided into m intervals. Each interval is known as bin. For each 

bin the probability of all the pixels in the object area is 

calculated and integrated into color histogram. 

 

Figure 2: RGB histograms of object to be tracked 

Let b(Xi) denote the color bin of the color at Xi. Choose 

kernel bandwidth h =1 by assuming that the size of the model is 

normalized.  

The probability q of color u, u=1, 2… m, in the object 

model is  

 

where k(x) is a kernel profile,  is the Kronecker delta function 

and C is a normalization constant 

                             

 

Figure 3: Kernel density Estimation of Object model 

Once the frame with object is detected, every frame after 

that having object area is called target candidate area. Let yi= 1, 

2,……..,nh denote the pixel locations of the target centered at y. 

Then the probability p of color u in the target is given by  
 

Ch is the normalization constant. 

 

 

Figure 4: Kernel density estimation of Target candidate 
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Similarity function [28] describes the similarity between the 

object model q and the target candidate model p at location y. 

Use Bhattacharyya coefficient  as a simlarity function 

 

 is the cosine of vectors  and 

. Large vaqlue of  indicates a good colour 

match. To make  largest define target center in the current 

frame as target center y0 in the previous frame. Search for a new 

target location z near y where the color probability density does 

not change drastically. 

By Taylor series expansion  

    

Substituting eq.(5) in eq. (8) gives 

 

where weight wi  is 

               

So to maximize , we need to maximize second term in 

equation (10). 

Mean Shift Algorithm 

Given the distribution { of the object model and location 

y of the target in the previous frame 

1. Initialize the target location y in the current frame. 

2. Apply normalization to each frame. 

3. Compute {  , u=1,2,…..m and find similarity function 

 

4. Calculate weights wi for i=1,2,…,nh using equation (11). 

5. Applying mean shift find new location of target z as 

 

 

where g(x) = -k′(x) 

6. Update {pu(z)} and . 

7. If ‹ then  

z  

8. If‖y-z‖‹∈stop otherwise set y  and goto step1. 

Experimental Results 

Several video sequences are used to evaluate the proposed 

method of mean shift tracking. The algorithm is implemented in 

MATLAB 12a. In all the experiments, RGB color model was 

used as feature space. RGB was quantized into 16 16  bins. 

We have normalized the image. Normalization of color divides 

out the pixel luminance and leaves only chromacity information, 

so the results are less sensitive to illumination variation. The 

appearance of the object is modeled by kernel density estimated 

(KDE) in the RGB space. For practical purpose, we have used 

the weighted histogram approximation of KDE using the 

Gaussian kernel. In all the experiments we have chosen Parzen 

window width as 0.9 and value of ∈ as 0.001.Number of 

iterations in the mean shift is kept 10.  

The first sequence is a ping-pang ball sequence. The 

sequence has 52 frames of spatial resolution 352 240. 

Experiment results shows that tracking is lost quickly as ball has 

fast movement. 

 

Figure 5: Mean shift tracking results on the ping pang ball 

sequence. 

In the second experiment we have considered a sequence of 

table tennis player. In this we track head of the player. The 

target is selected such that it contained much part of 

background. The results show that prominent features of target 

model are enhanced and relevance of background is decreased 

significantly.  

A PET 2000 sequence is also tested. The sequence has 520 

frames of spatial resolution of 480 320. The sequence is tested 

for 10 iterations and 5 iterations and ∈= 0.001 and tracked 

object path is plotted in MATLAB. It is observed that in this 

sequence variation in iteration have not affected the tracked path 

a lot. If the value of ∈ is changed from 0.001 to 0.005 tracking 

stops in the midway of the sequence. As we increase the value 

of ∈ from 0.001to 0.05 efficiency of tracking reduces. 

 

Figure 6: Mean shift tracking results on PET2000 sequence 

The mean shift algorithm is also tested for black and white 

sequence like walk complex and walk simple. The algorithm 

does not track the object. 

 

Figure 7:  (a) Tracked object path with iterations 5 and 

∈=0.01 and (b) Tracked object path with iterations 10 and 

∈=0.001. 

The algorithm was tested on PET2000, VIP man and Ant 

sequence for variations in Parzen window width. The results are 
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tabulated in table 1. The results show that as bandwidth reduces 

tracking stops in earlier frames. It is also observed that if we 

increase window width above 1.0 mean shift algorithm fails.  If 

we increase the number iterations tracking is lost. Results shown 

in table1 show that proposed Parzen window based mean shift 

gives better results than the traditional mean shift. 

Table 1: Results with traditional mean shift and proposed 

Parzen window based mean shift 
Sr. 

No 

No. of iterations (10) No. of frames after which tracking 

stops 

  PET2000 VIP man Ant 

1 Traditional Mean shift 6 4 4 

2 Parzen window based 

mean shift 

15 5 12 

Table 2: Variation of window size 
Sr. 

No 

Size of Parzen 

window 

No. of frames after which tracking stops 

  PET2000 VIP 

man 

Ant 

1 0.5 10 4 4 

2 0.6 20 6 15 

3 0.7 45 9 30 

4 0.9 Continues till the end of 

sequence 

15 54 

Conclusion 

In this paper a mean shift algorithm based on Parzen 

window is proposed. It uses Gaussian kernel to estimate kernel 

density. It proposed algorithm works well on both indoor and 

outdoor samples. The experimental results also show that 

proposed method performs better than traditional mean shift for 

fast moving objects and objects having background clutter at 

moderate increase in computational complexity. Though 

normalization of image is done to overcome illumination 

variations, the color analysis is not enough for tracking as color 

map is continuously changing. When the environment is 

extremely complex our system will lose the target. These 

problems are to be solved in future. 
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